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Do you really know who 

has access to your IDs?



The digital age 

Market valuation Identity Fraud study 

the phishing age

The number of phishing cases doubled in one year.

Identity fraud losses in 2020 reached $56 billion*. Identity 

Verification market size expected to grow $21.9 Billion by 

2026 at 37% CAGR.

https://www.globenewswire.com/en/news-release/2021/07/26/2268886/0/en/Identity-Verification-Market-Valuation-is-Expected-to-Garner-USD-21-9-Billion-by-2026-at-37-29-CAGR-Report-by-Market-Research-Future-MRFR.html
https://www.javelinstrategy.com/content/Javelin-2021-Identity-Fraud-Study


The digital age 

Privacy of the digital people is at risk since no company really takes care of that. 

People start to worry about it, but current verification processes don’t address 

users’ digital identity security. 

More industries are adopting user verification aside from fintech, renting, 

motosharing, dating, classified ads… But while implementing user verification 

reduces fraud, it greatly increases personnel costs.

Users are tired of taking photos of IDs for every new app, a process that they 

have done several times. This makes companies lose up to 60% of their potential 

users when asking for photos of documents.

the phishing age
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Make user verification smooth
for both companies and users

Give data ownership back to the users02

01

Our mission

The future of user verification is 
privately easy to use



For the users

● Not being able to use a service when they 

need it, having to wait minutes, hours or even 

days.

● Tired of taking photos of docs, 

which is time and energy consuming.

● Don’t really know who has access to their 

IDs.

● When a document is expired,  they have to 

get verified again for all the apps.

For the companies

● Money and time consuming
Manually verifying the identity of users takes a lot of time, money 

and loss of focus (people who verify, issues like handling expired 

docs, developers, customer support, lawyers...). Also, speed is 

crucial for many industries, and other verification systems take 

minutes, or even days if done manually.

● Less users, less growth, less income
Up to 60% of users abandon the onboarding process when they 

are asked to take photos of their documents and a selfie. In other 

words: 

○ Low conversion rates

○ Lower incomes 

○ Higher CAC

Problems



Automatic user verification 
without asking for photos

every time

Solution



Automatic AI user verification in less than 6 seconds 

● We help companies effortlessly verify more users thanks to our 

proprietary AI technology that automatically processes the photos of a 

document and selfie to verify that a user is who they say they are in 

less than 6 seconds.

Digital ID: User verification without photos

● Users can reuse their Silt’s previously verified identity and access an 

app without the friction of taking selfies and photos of their IDs all 

over again.

● The digital ID is safely stored by Silt ensuring user privacy and security 

procedures. 

Solution
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How our 
simple 
verification 
works



Customer’s App

User already at Silt

User new to Silt

Sign up is optional 
for the user

Customer’s App

How it looks
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Verified users on download time

Users will be able to use an app when they 
have the need for it, instead of having to 
wait to get verified. 

50% lower total cost of compliance

Thanks to automation and  less friction on the 

onboarding, companies will convert more users 

and will  save money on operations, customer 

support, marketing, product efforts, 

retargeting.

50% better conversion rates

Users will reuse their Silt Digital ID and use an 
app at the moment of their need, without the 
friction of taking photos of their IDs every 
time. Our proprietary technology also gives 
feedback on the quality of the photos.
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Benefits



and more…

Up to date user documents

Companies won’t have to check for expired documents and 

ask users to update, that’s on us. Also, users won’t have to do 

upload their documents for every app they own.

Silt’s fraud list, reduced fraud & compliance 
with Europe

We act as a fraud list, notifying our customers when a user 

commits fraud in any other customer of ours.

Error free automated process

We will provide companies the data 

extracted automatically from the 

documents of the users without errors.

Plug & Play

Our SDK integration takes less than 3 hours. 

We also provide companies an API to handle 

all the experience. 

Hosted at Silt

Delivering the trust we provide as experts 

on KYC without the bureaucracy of 

handling the documents properly.



Pay per use

Silt charges a monthly fee between 0,5€ and 1€ per each transaction 

of each service used. 

Services offered

User verification, on demand Biometric check, Proof of residence, 

freelancers verification, business verification (KYB), invoice scan...

Metrics 

Pay to know which other apps your users use.

Business model

1.3M€ gross profit 
in 3 years

We are currently in conversations with 
customers that provide us between 6k
€ and 50k€ MRR.



Fourthline, 
idnow

Top Funded competitors
Onfido: $188M on 08/20 (UK)

Veriff: $92M on 04/21 (Stonia)

IdNow: $58M on 08/20 (Germany)

Fourthline: $20,3M on 08/20 (Netherlands)

Alice Biometrics: 1,5M€ on 11/20 (Spain)

Veridas: 4M€ on 11/20 (Spain)

ElectronicID: 2M€ raised, acquired by Signicat,  on 07/21 (Spain)

Good & Fast UX

Fintech Oriented

Bad UX

New-coming sectors

AliceVeridas

NeoCheck, 
Jumio, & others

ElectronicId

Onfido, Veriff

Mobbeel

getid

Competitors



Why 
we are 
unique

Silt is the only solution that provides 

100% onboarding automation for 

certain industries that require more 

documents aside from IDs, 

like Car Leasing or Insurance 

companies. 

We also are the only ones that offer 

KYC without photos.



Scenario

All the competitors are trying to win 
the Fintech pie, but every day more 
industries are implementing user 
verification. 

Node saturation strategy

We target these industries with a more convenient 
solution to their needs, better UX thanks mostly to the 
photoless verification and a smarter pricing. This way, 
we saturate local nodes to expand our network of 
verified users and be the only solution in Spain offering 
user verification without photos.

Go to Market
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Become the main verified user base in Southern 
Europe, the gold standard for user verification.

Help our customers have 50% of 
users verified without taking 
photos

4T 2021 Penetrate +50% of Spanish 
motosharing sector

Spain government partnership

4T 2022 Penetrate +50% of Italian 
motosharing sector

Goals

05 2024 Reach 1,3M € ARR 



Our customers

in advanced conversations

and many others...



Where we are

1T 2022
Customizable verification steps 
100%, customers self onboarded 

4T 2021
The fastest KYC: AI processing 
time < 2 seconds

3T 2022
+50% of Italian motosharing

2023
App to check who has access to your 
ID and deny access to it

2023
Governmental 
ID Wallet

Where we are going

● Bootstraped until now

● All tech including AI developed by our team

● First customers with contracts signed

● Won Startup Capital



400k € 

needed to increase: 

1. # Customers & revenue
2. Product quality
3. Verified users database

What 
we will do:

1. Hire: Product & Growth Team
2. B2B Marketing (SEM Social Media)
3. Branding and UX

Funding



Why 
Silt

Join a team with experience in running & scaling 
successful startups.

Highly scalable business model with big margins 
proven by current customers and other companies.

The Network effect gives a unique advantage and 
becomes a huge barrier for competitors.

We own our proprietary AI technology  with +8 
models tested with more than 100k documents.



Who we are

Marc Pérez
Co-founder & CEO, Product
Previously: 
Head of Product @ Verse
Product Manager / Frontend dev @ 21 buttons 

Gabriel Oliveira
Co-founder & Head of AI
Previously: 
Data scientist & AI @ Verse
Lead Data Scientist @ UNIQ Ventures
AI Professor @ Universitat de Barcelona

Jairo Vadillo
Co-founder & CTO
Previously: 
Engineering Manager / Backend @
CTO & Computer Vision @ 

Marc Soler
Financial & strategy advisor
Previously: 
Co-founder & CEO @ 21 buttons
BA @ McKinsey & Company

Alfredo Guevara
Head of Sales
Previously: 
Founder & CEO @ ExpoSegura
Founder & CEO @ ServiSeguros

Mario Maita
AI specialist
Previously: 
Software developer @ Techmata

https://www.linkedin.com/in/marcperezmarti/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jairovadillo/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/oliveira-barra/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/aguevarat/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/marc-soler-obradors-72777b40/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/aguevarat/


Let’s get in touch
and join us in the pursuit of a 

more secure and convenient future.

Just send an email to marc@getsilt.com.

getsilt.com

The smartest way to 
verify users

https://getsilt.com


Annex




